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1. Massed Candles and Swirls
Materials Needed: Thin strips of white paper, black sugar paper as a background, red, gold and copper

foil, scissors, glue, pencils, cotton wool buds for printing, white, red and yellow ready

mixed paint, sponge rollers, pieces of card as mixing palettes and black felt-tip pens.

What to Do: Put several blobs of red, yellow and white ready mixed paint on a card palette and roll

the sponge roller across the blobs to pick up an irregular mix of colours and to blend

and mix some of the blobs together. Put the loaded roller on to the black paper, press

it down gently and swirl it round to create a circle of colour. Add further circles in the

same way, returning when necessary to the palette for more mixtures of paint -

include some blobs of single colours as well. Try swirls on top of swirls for rich colour.

Build up a mass of overlapping swirls across the whole of the black paper. Cut the

strips of white paper into different lengths and stick them at different levels among the

swirls. Draw and cut some circles of different sizes out of foil and arrange them as

flames. Make some of the circles solid and others hollow - to do this fold a circle in

half and cut out an inner half circle following the edge of the folded circle. Use cotton

wool buds and paint to print dots following and outlining the edges of the circles. Add

a thin black line to each candle with a felt-tip pen, as the wick.

2. Cut Patterned Candles and Swirls
Materials Needed: Strips of white paper, squares of black paper as a background, red and gold foil, red,

white and yellow ready mixed paint, glue, scissors, cotton wool buds for printing,

black felt-tip pens, sponge rollers and pieces of card to use as mixing palettes.

What to Do: Put blobs of paint on a card palette and as in the previous example, mix and blend the

colours with a sponge roller before creating one or several swirls on the black paper.

This time, limit the swirls to the top and centre of the paper. Cut the white strips into

different lengths, fold each strip in half lengthwise and cut shapes along the edge and

along the fold - remember to leave parts of the fold uncut to hold the strip together.

Open the cut strip to reveal the pattern and stick it (or them) on and downwards from

the swirls. Use paint and a cotton wool bud to print dots around the swirls and/or

radiating from the wick. Draw the wick with a black felt-tip pen. Add a border with

strips and circles of foil. 
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3. Patterned Parcels
Materials Needed: Rectangles and squares of thin card as the parcel shapes, strips of green, red and

white paper and silver foil, glue, scissors, white background paper, and red ribbon.

What to Do: Choose a parcel shaped piece of card and some strips of the various coloured

papers. These strips need to be arranged to form a pattern that covers the whole of

the parcel. Arrange them in different ways until you have the pattern you like and want

to stick down. The original strips can be cut and made smaller and arranged

horizontally, vertically, diagonally, interlocking etc. to make a pattern. Add a strip of

ribbon and a small bow to the finished parcel. Decorate further parcels but aim to add

a different pattern to each one. If all the parcels are displayed together it should show

the wealth of patterns possible if only strips are used to create them - and plenty of

imagination!

4. Strip Patterned Baubles
Materials Needed: Circles of white card as the bauble shapes, strips of red, black and white paper and

silver foil, scissors, glue, white background paper and red foil.

What to Do: Choose a circle of card and some strips of the various coloured papers. As in the

previous example these strips need to be arranged to form a pattern that covers the

whole of the circle. Arrange them in different ways until you have a pattern you like

and want to stick down. The original strips can be cut and arranged as suggested

previously. Decorate further circles but aim to add a different pattern to each one. 

If all the baubles are arranged together (each one suspended from a strip of black

paper or red foil) it should again show a wealth of different patterns that are possible

when only strips are used to make them - plus imagination!

5. Swirled Baubles
Materials Needed: White paper as a background, red and green ready mixed paint, sponge rollers, strips

of red, white, black and green paper, red foil, glue, scissors, pieces of card as palettes

for paint, cotton-wool buds for printing and actual baubles with patterns on them as a

stimulus.

What to Do: Put some red paint on a card palette, load a sponge roller with the paint, place the

roller on to the white background paper, press it down gently and swirl it round in a

circular motion to create a bauble shape. Repeat this on other parts of of the paper to

create further red baubles before doing the same with the green paint. Add

decoration to each bauble by sticking different coloured strips across the middle of

each one. Some of these strips could have patterns cut into them and be overlaid on

top of other colours, others might have their edges altered, or have patterns of dots

printed on them. Try and make the decoration on each bauble different. Cut a wavy

strip of black paper for each bauble to make them all look as if they have been hung

up. Small circles of red foil could be arranged among them as though they are extra

baubles.
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4. I Saw Three Ships in the Style of Van Gogh
Materials Needed: Postcards and larger pictures of work by Van Gogh that show his style (strong colour

and vigorous lines). Illustrations of the carol as shown in music books and on old

Christmas cards. Pieces of white paper and chalk pastel crayons.

What to Do: Sketch your group of three ships on the piece of white paper with a finger to get a feel

for the size they will need to be and how they will fit on the paper. Next sketch an

outline of them with a pale coloured chalk pastel. Work on filling the sky first -

remembering to use strong colour and bold marks. Add colour and detail to the boats

next before adding a sea full of strong moving lines, shapes and colours. Fix the

finished pastel drawing with hair spray to prevent it from smudging.

5. Eastern Background Scene in the Style of Paul Klee
Materials Needed: Postcards and larger pictures of the work of Paul Klee after his visit to North Africa.

These are to give a feeling for his style and how he combined the shapes and colours

of that part of the world. Pieces of white paper, pieces of scrap paper and chalk

pastels.

What to do: Collect the colours from the pastel box that most closely match the colours used by

Paul Klee. Explore blending pastels together on a piece of scrap paper to make those

colours that you cannot match. On a white piece of paper with a pale coloured chalk

pastel sketch your own combination of shapes that are similar to the ones used by

Paul Klee. Fill these shapes with Paul Klee colours. Over draw with a black pastel

some of the outlines of buildings in a similar way to Paul Klee. Fix the finished pastel

drawing with hair spray to prevent it from smudging.

6. Poinsettias in the Style of Louis Comfort Tiffany
Materials Needed: Actual poinsettia plants for initial observational work, postcards and pictures of glass

designs by Tiffany to become familiar with his style (strong colours, bold shapes and

black outlines). Pencils, pieces of grey sugar paper, black felt-tip pens, and a choice

of oil pastel or chalk pastel crayons. Viewfinders and scrap pieces of paper.

What to Do: Look through a viewfinder at the different parts of the poinsettia plant to gather

information about the shapes involved and how they join together. Make several

quick sketches on scrap paper of the different parts. Choose either oil pastels or

chalk pastels to work with and select the colours that match the poinsettia plant. On a

piece of grey sugar paper faintly sketch out with a pale coloured chalk pastel a large

drawing of a poinsettia. Fill the shapes with the appropriate colours using either oil or

chalk pastel crayon. Outline the shapes with strong black lines in pastel or felt-tip pen

before beginning work on the background. Divide this into shapes ‘Tiffany’ style and

fill the shapes with different shades of blue before adding black outlines as before.
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